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SAITEK FLIGHT SIMULATION
SAITEK X52 FLIGHT 
CONTROL SYSTEM

Enhanced game play through intuitive Multi-
Function display (MFD).  Illuminated buttons 
and MFD - ideal for low light environments. 
Rubber grips and ergonomic design for 
increased comfort and fatigue-free gaming. 
Includes Roger Wilco Chat software - the 
ideal accompaniment for on-line multiplayer 
gaming. ...............P/N 14-02845 .........$200.95

SAITEK X52 PRO
FLIGHT SYSTEM

The MFD screen is now interactive. Now you 
can display important in-game information 
such as the Radio Stack and interact with 
your games directly. Shipping with support 
for Microsoft’s Flight Simulator X, there’s also 
a Software Development Kit (SDK) included 

which allows budding programmers to create interactions with their own 
favorite games .............................................P/N 14-00649 .........$267.95

SAITEK PRO FLIGHT
YOKE SYSTEM

Meets the exacting needs of the true flight 
simulation enthusiast. Stainless steel shaft, 
ergonomic controls, integrated chronograph 
and separate throttle quadrant. Use the 
integrated USB Hub to easily connect other 

parts of the Saitek Pro Flight range of products, such as additional Pro 
Flight Throttle Quadrant or Pro Flight Instrument Panel (sold separately)
 P/N 14-00598 .........$227.95

SAITEK PRO FLIGHT 
THROTTLE QUADRANT

Upgrade your flight simulation experience with 
the Saitek Pro Flight Throttle Quadrant. This 
makes an ideal addition to the Saitek Pro Flight 
Yoke System to expand the number of controls 
for your flight simulation setup.
Set the levers to control aircraft throttles, adjust 
elevator trim, fuel mixture or even to engage 
reverse thrust during landing. The Pro Flight 

Throttle Quadrant will work in any major flight simulation to give you all 
the control you need ....................................P/N 14-00601 ...........$80.75

SAITEK PRO FLIGHT 
RUDDER PEDALS

Complete your virtual pilot’s controller setup 
and take flight simulation reality to the next level 
with the Pro Flight Rudder Pedals.  Control the 
rudder and toe brakes of your aircraft with your 
feet - just like real pilots. Adjustable, smooth 
action gives you optimum control and realism, 
and brings you even closer to the experience of 
flying a real aircraft.

 P/N 14-00602 .........$234.95

SAITEK PRO FLIGHT 
SWITCH PANEL

Upgrade your flight simulation experience for 
Microsoft Flight Simulator X with the Saitek Pro 

Flight Switch Panel.  Whether attached to the Saitek Pro Flight Yoke 
System, free standing on a desk or mounted into your own cockpit setup, 
the Pro Flight Switch Panel is an ideal way to expand the number of 
controls for your flight simulation setup .......P/N 14-00714 .........$133.95

SAITEK PRO FLIGHT
RADIO PANEL

Upgrade your flight simulation experience for 
Microsoft Flight Simulator X with the Saitek Pro 
Flight Radio Panel. LED displays work fully in 

real time with Flight Simulator X and 2004, removing the need to bring 
the radio stack up on screen. A set of switches and LED displays for use 
in controlling various aspects of flight simulation.  COM1 / COM2 / NAV1 
/ NAV2 function.  DME / ADF / XPDR functions.
 P/N 14-00969 .........$200.95

SAITEK PRO
FLIGHT MULTI-PANEL

Upgrade your flight simulation experience for 
Microsoft Flight Simulator X with the Saitek Pro 
Flight Multi Panel. LED displays work fully in 

real time with Flight Simulator X and 2004, removing the need to bring 
the autopilot up on screen.  A set of switches and LED display for use in 
controlling various aspects of flight simulation. Full Autopilot panel with 
associated setting controls: Auto Throttle, Flaps, Elevator Trim wheel.
 P/N 14-00968 .........$201.00

SAITEK PRO FLIGHT INSTRUMENT PANEL
Featuring a stunning 3.5” colour LCD screen, 
the Instrument Panel can display 6 of the main 
cockpit instrument panels from Microsoft’s 
Flight Simulator X. Reacting and updating in 

real time with events from the game, the Instrument Panel brings an 
extra level of realism to your flight simulation setup. Choose between 
6 different flight instruments at the touch of a button: Altimeter, Attitude 
Indicator Airspeed Indicator Compass Turn and Slip indicator, Vertical 
Speed ..........................................................P/N 14-00870 .........$230.95

SAITEK PRO FLIGHT 
INSTRUMENT PANEL 6 PACK
Featuring a stunning 3.5” colour LCD screen, 
the Instrument Panel can display 6 of the main 
cockpit instrument panels from Microsoft’s 
Flight Simulator X. Choose between 6 different 
flight instruments at the touch of a button: 
Altimeter, Attitude Indicator, Airspeed Indicator, 
Compass, Turn and Slip indicator, and Vertical 
Speed ..................P/N 14-03010 ......$1,186.00

FLIGHT TRAINING COCKPIT
ADVANCED PANEL

Advanced Panel offers a cockpit-realistic 
way to mount Saitek Pro Flight Simulation 
Instruments and Controls. The Advanced 
Panel twist-and-remove pre-cut tabs allow 
you to add Saitek hardware to your Advanced 

Panel over time and trade simulation devices between slots.   Small 
tabs accommodate up to 10 Pro Flight Instruments. Each Saitek Flight 
Instrument Panel allows you to digitally switch between simulating eleven 
flight instruments. Alternatively, mount a Hannspree HL161ABB 16” 
Screen LED-Lit Monitor in one of several possible Panel face mounting 
configurations ..............................................P/N 13-13088 .........$410.00

HONEYCOMB ALPHA FLIGHT CONTROL 
YOKE AND SWITCH PANEL

The Honeycomb Alpha Flight Control is the 
most advanced flight simulation system avail-
able to simmers, flight students, and pilots 
for setup at home and features a complete 
backlit switch panel and ignition switch. It was 
designed and developed in California by pilots 
and aerospace engineers to ensure the most 
realistic flight experience.

 P/N 13-22139 .........$349.99
SAITEK X-56 PRO FLIGHT 
RHINO H.O.T.A.S. SYSTEM 

Evolving the H.O.T.A.S.
Designed to meet the needs of the re-emerging 
space simulation genre, Saitek introduces the 
new X-56 Rhino H.O.T.A.S. System. Built 
to the same exacting standards of Saitek’s 

award-winning Pro Flight accessories range, the X-56 Rhino delivers a 
multitude of customizable options.
Compatible Simulators: • Elite: Dangerous • Star Citizen • Flight 
Simulator X • Flight Simulator 2004 • X-Plane 10 • X-Plane 9 • DCS 
World ...........................................................P/N 14-03295 .........$468.00

SAITEK PRO
FLIGHT SIMULATOR BUNDLE 
The Saitek Pro Flight Yoke System is highly 
engineered to meet the exacting needs of the 

true flight simulation enthusiast. Stainless steel shaft, ergonomic controls, 
integrated chronograph and separate throttle quadrant ensure a smooth, 
accurate and totally realistic flying experience.
Use the integrated USB Hub to easily connect other parts of the Saitek 
Pro Flight range of products, such as additional Pro Flight Throttle 
Quadrant or Pro Flight Instrument Panel (both sold separately).
Complete your virtual pilot’s controller setup and take flight simulation 
reality to the next level with the Pro Flight Rudder Pedals.
Control the rudder and toe brakes of your aircraft with your feet - just 
like real pilots. Adjustable, smooth action gives you optimum control and 
realism, and brings you even closer to the experience of flying a real 
aircraft..........................................................P/N 13-23276 .........$463.00
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